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A B S T R A C T

Knowledge management (KM) is a field of research that has gained wide acceptance in the scientific community
and management literature. This article presents a bibliometric overview of the academic research on KM in the
business and management areas. Various bibliometric methods are used to perform this overview, including
performance analysis and science mapping of the KM field. The performance analysis uses a series of biblio-
metric indicators, such as the h-index, productivity and citations. In addition, the VOSviewer software is used to
map the bibliographic material. Science mapping uses co-citations and the concurrency of keywords. References
were obtained from the Web of Science database. We identified and classified the most relevant research in the
field according to journals, articles, authors, institutions and countries. The results show that research in this
field has increased significantly in the last ten years and that the USA is the most influential country in all aspects
in this field. It is important to consider, however, that science continues to advance in this and in all fields and
that data rapidly change over time. Therefore, this paper fulfills an informational role that shows that most of the
fundamental research of KM is in business and management areas.

1. Introduction

Based on the assertion of the important role of knowledge in the
development of business economics and productivity (Drucker, 1968;
Polanyi, 1967), multiple studies and practices have been developed
around knowledge. Among the topics developed is that of KM, which
has become a topic of general interest and attraction in the field of
business management. Indeed, KM is a relatively young discipline that
is considered to be an effective source for determining the strategic
direction of and developing competitive advantages within a company.
From this perspective, KM has attracted significant attention from
academics and practitioners who seek to make use of its fundamental
concepts (Serenko et al., 2011). That is how professionals highlight the
importance of KM in the organizational success (Staples et al., 2001)
and researchers see the great potential offered by this discipline to unify
various fields of research (Holsapple and Wu, 2008).

Although the recent theory of KM only began to develop in the early
1960s, it has deep historical roots (Lambe, 2011). In the literature, it is
well recognized that the development of the KM field is divided into

three stages or generations (Tzortzaki and Mihiotis, 2014). Serenko
(2013) notes that each generation is based on previous ideas, and
therefore, the development of the KM field has been cumulative. The
same author states that a fourth generation remains to be developed
and should address the complexities of the knowledge domain, thus
leading to new KM metaphors, paradigms and tools (for more in-
formation about the development of the KM field generations, see
Serenko (2013)).

Despite the progress observed during the field's developmental
years, several authors note that the field remains in an embryonic stage,
lacking both a common consensus on future lines of research and
conceptual robustness (Serenko and Dumay, 2015a; Tzortzaki and
Mihiotis, 2014). However, the literature has been emphasizing the
significant benefits derived from appropriate knowledge management
(Hassan et al., 2016). As a consequence, KM has developed with the
characteristics of a well-defined scientific field, exhibiting a rich aca-
demic structure to encourage research in the field. For example, KM has
its own journal classification system and many exclusive journals
(Serenko and Bontis, 2009), among which we can find several
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theoretical developments (Serenko et al., 2007) and scientometric stu-
dies (Gu, 2004a; Harman and Koohang, 2005; Nonaka and Peltokorpi,
2006; Serenko et al., 2010; Serenko and Bontis, 2004). In addition, the
KM field has a wide network of collaborators and researchers grouped
in different international organizations. For example, the Association of
Knowledge Management in Society and Organization (AGecSO) is an
association of Francophone researchers that is in full development and
is currently located in France and Quebec. AGecSO, through the GecSO
International Conference, annually convenes an important number of
researchers who study this interesting field. Likewise, the International
Association for Knowledge Management (IAKM) acts as a meeting point
and reference point that collects an abundant list of international
conferences on KM, including but not limited to, the International
Forum on Knowledge Asset Dynamics (IFKAD), European Conference
on Knowledge Management (ECKM), and Annual Conference on
Knowledge Management (ACKM). All of this structure has resulted in
the accelerated growth of the body of literature related to the KM field
(Lambe, 2011). Fig. 1 summarizes some important milestones that have
occurred in the different stages of the development of the KM field.

From an academic point of view, it is important that the material
published in a specific research field, such as KM, be classified so that
one can follow all of the field's advances and trends (Merigó et al.,
2016). One way to perform such a classification is through biblio-
metrics, which guides academics toward a discipline's most influential
studies (Godin, 2006). In recent years, computer science and the In-
ternet have facilitated the development of bibliometric analysis, which
has become an increasingly popular technique among researchers (Ding
et al., 2014). Bibliometrics has enabled the study of a wide range of
journals and scientific fields. In the case of journals, many of them have
published a bibliometric analysis of the publications of the journal,
through the special issue of their anniversary. For example, García-

Merino et al. (2006) develop a bibliometric analysis of the Technova-
tion to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the journal. Merigó et al.
(2018) develops a bibliometric study of the 50th anniversary of In-
formation Science. Recently, Gaviria-Marin et al. (2018) analyze all
publications of the Journal of Knowledge Management with biblio-
metric techniques. In addition, the different scientific fields of Business
and Management have published bibliometric studies, for example, the
field of innovation (Merigó et al., 2016), entrepreneurship (Sorheim
and Landstrom, 2001) and management (Podsakoff et al., 2008), among
several others. Even these bibliometric techniques have also been ap-
plied to specific areas within a given field of research, including service
innovation (Sakata et al., 2013), technological entrepreneurship
(Ratinho et al., 2015) and international entrepreneurship (Baier-
Fuentes et al., 2018) among others. In the KM field, many authors have
performed studies of this type. For example, Gu (2004b) conducted a
study that characterized dynamic publications on global knowledge
management (KM) using data collected from the WoS. In the same year,
Gu (2004a) presented and analyzed the similarities and differences in
the performance of information management (IM) and knowledge
management (KM) studies indexed in several bibliographic databases.
Moreover, Harman and Koohang (2005) analyzed citations to collect
data on the annual frequency and topical emphasis of books and doc-
toral dissertations on KM published during the period from 1983 to
2005. Nonaka and Peltokorpi (2006) reviewed and positioned the top
20 KM articles most frequently cited in management journals. Qiu and
Lv (2014) generated a global bibliometric study of the field of knowl-
edge management. Finally, Serenko, together with other researchers,
conducted several similar studies (Serenko et al., 2009; Serenko and
Dumay, 2015a, 2015b). Note that these studies have focused on ana-
lyzing either a limited number of articles in the field or exclusive
journals in the KM field, overlooking published literature in journals

Fig. 1. Important steps on the development of knowledge management.
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